Surgical strategy for focal cortical dysplasia based on the analysis of the spike onset and peak zones on magnetoencephalography.
The aim of this study was to elucidate the surgical strategy for focal cortical dysplasia (FCD) based on the interictal analysis on magnetoencephalography (MEG). For this purpose, the correlation between the spike onset zone (Sp-OZ) and the spike peak zone (Sp-PZ) on MEG was evaluated to clarify the differences in the Sp-OZ and its correlation with Sp-PZ in FCD subtypes to develop an appropriate surgical strategy. Forty-one FCD patients (n = 17 type I, n = 13 type IIa, and n = 11 type IIb) were included. The Sp-OZ was identified by the summation of gradient magnetic-field topography (GMFT) magnitudes at interictal MEG spike onset, and Sp-PZ was defined as the distribution of the equivalent current dipole (ECD) at spike peak. Correlations between Sp-OZ and Sp-PZ distributions were evaluated and compared with clinical factors and seizure outcomes retrospectively. Good seizure outcomes (Engel class I) were obtained significantly more often in patients with FCD type IIb (10/11, 90.9%) than those with type IIa (4/13, 30.8%; p = 0.003) and type I (6/17, 35.3%; p = 0.004). The Sp-OZ was significantly smaller (1 or 2 gyri) in type IIb (10, 90.9%) than in type IIa (4, 30.8%; p = 0.003) or type I (9, 53.0%; p = 0.036). Concordant correlations between the Sp-OZ and Sp-PZ were significantly more frequent in type IIb (7, 63.6%) than in type IIa (1, 7.7%; p = 0.015) or type I (1, 5.8%; p = 0.004). Complete resection of the Sp-OZ achieved significantly better seizure outcomes (Engel class I: 9/10, 90%) than incomplete resection (11/31, 35.5%) (p = 0.003). In contrast, complete resection of the Sp-PZ showed no significant difference in good seizure outcomes (9/13, 69.2%) compared with incomplete resection (11/28, 39.3%). The Sp-OZ detected by MEG using GMFT and its correlation with Sp-PZ were related to FCD subtypes. A discordant distribution between Sp-OZ and Sp-PZ in type I and IIa FCD indicated an extensive epileptogenic zone and a complex epileptic network. Type IIb showed a restricted epileptogenic zone with the smaller Sp-OZ and concordance between Sp-OZ and Sp-PZ. Complete resection of the Sp-OZ provided significantly better seizure outcomes than incomplete resection. Complete resection of the Sp-PZ was not related to seizure outcomes. There was a definite difference in the epileptogenic zone among FCD subtypes; hence, an individual surgical strategy taking into account the correlation between the Sp-OZ and Sp-PZ should be considered.